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Obituary

Funeral services for
Dr. Sanborn today
Dr. John L.' Sanborn, 40, associate
professor of civil engineering at the
University of New Hampshire, diedWednesday at Exeter Hospital after a linger
ing illness.
Dr. Sanborn joined the UNH staff in
1965. A specialist in the structural
aspects of pavement design, he was at
work on a study of highway frost heaves
for the U.S. Bureau of Public Works
and the N. H. Department of Public
Works and Highways.
He held two undergraduate degrees
from UNH, one in mathematics, earned
in 1950 and one in civil engineering,
earned in 1958. He received a Master^s
Degree in civil engineering from Purdue
University in 1963 and a Ph.D. there in
1965.
Dr. Sanborn was a registered pro
fessional engineer in New Hampshire and
was a member of Tau Beta Pi and Sigma
Xi, both honorary science societies,
the American Society for Engineering
Education, and the American Society of
Civil Engineers. He was faculty advisor
to the student chapter of ASCE.
A native of Miami, Florida, Dr. San
born’s family moved to New Hampshire
and he was graduated from Sanborn
Seminary in 1946.
He taught mathematics at Henniker
High School and later at St. Paul School
and Mt. Hermon School. While studying
at Purdue, he was an instructor in civil
engineering and a research assistant.
He published several studies on high
way construction in Indiana.
He was a member of the Durham
Community Church and sang in the choir.
Members of the family include his
wife, Mrs. Janice (Percival) Sanborn;
two children, Carole and David; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.F. Sanborn,
of Kingston; three brothers, Philip San
born of Lee, Donald Sanborn of Kings
ton, and Charles Sanborn of Mt. Her
mon, Mass.; and two sisters, Mrs.
Bruce Levis of East Kingston and Mrs.
Ira Blank of Miami, Florida.
Memorial services will be held today
at 11 a.m» at the Durham Community
Church with Rev. Daniel Novotny of
ficiating. In lieu of flowers contribu
tions may be made to the Community
Church Organ Fund in care of the
Durham Community Church.
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Eleven speakers here for
'Social Crises’ symposium
Eleven guest speakers have accepted
invitations to participate in a symposium
entitled “ The Role of the University
in Social C rises” , scheduled forOct.2123 in Snively Arena.
The UNH Commission on Contempor
ary Issues will sponsor the three-day
event, which will include small dis
cussion programs in addition to lectures
by contemporary social leaders.
Francis Broderick, Chancellor of
UMass at Boston, will present the opening
lecture.
Broderick is the author of

“ Negro Protest Thought in the 20th
Century.”
Other speakers will include Morton
Leavitt, associate professor and Dean
of Admissions at Wayne State (Mich.)
Medical School; Kalman Winer, State
University of New York atOldWestbury;
Ron Watson, New York Urban League;
John Yoimg, Roxbury, Mass., CORE;
and Paul Daum, professor of history
at New England College.
Also, Jerry Kelly of Manchester,
VISTA; Madeline Levine, Office of Eco-

Mills proposes students
be on L A . Exec Committee
The Liberal Arts Committee has en
dorsed a proposal to include student
representation in the Policy and Execu
tive Committees of the College of Lib
eral Arts.
Eugene Mills, dean of the College of
Liberal Arts, said the proposed change
is not merely a gesture. “ We are
seeking a point-of-view, an addition to
the policy-making process that we really
need,” he said.
“ We discussed the change at the
September 26 meeting of the Liberal
Arts Committee,” said Mills. “ The
faculty has reacted very favorably. Their
support is gratifying.”
“ I’m very impressed by the extent
of the faculty’s concern about the edu
cational process” . Mills said. “ They
have a great interest in the educational
welfare of the students.”
According to Mills, the proposal will
now be sent to the faculty for approval.
“ I feel that the college should go to
the student” , said Mills, “ rather than,
his having to be told that we’re here.
This spirit of approach is a characteris
tic of what is already under way.”
“ The upcoming conversion to the4R
system requires a tremendous amount
of effort” . Mills said. “ There are
many problems that are not solely de

partmental.” The movement, the sweep,
the flare of education often shows little
respect for departmental lines.
“ There are many issues in which
student perspectives are extremely im
portant” , he added.
According to Mills, “ Students and
faculty members alike must begin to
think anew about the entire procedure
by which a course is organized. We
must reach for flexibility.”
“ This is a sound base from which
innovation and change can take place” ,
said Mills.

nomic Opportunity; Philip Ward, Great
Bay School; Dave Ramsey, New Hamp
shire Committee for Peace; and Rev
Hailes, Portsmouth United Front.
The symposium will “ stress the need
for participation, both as a topic for
discussion and as a format for the
symposium itself,” according to a state
ment released this week by Commission
member John Freeman, a senior poli
tical science major.
Lectures and discussions will focus
on the effect of social crises, such
as the Vietnam War, racial disorders,
and poverty, on the American universityspecifically, on UNH, “ Is the University
Neutral? — Should It Be?” will be a
major point of consideration.
“ The symposium will also include a
hard look at UNH as an institution, in
an attempt to determine what role it
might play in social change in the
in the state, and in order to critique
the relevance of its educational, re
search, and community service acti
vities,” Freeman said.
The symposium will follow an informal
“ free discussion” format. Although
chairs will be available students will be
encouraged to bring blankets and sit on
the floor directlyinfrontof the speakers.
Most of the sessions will be conducted
informally, without set speeches or
panels.
In addition to the guest lecturers,
numerous UNH students and faculty will
participate.

Five Queen finalists named
A panel of judges met Wednesday night
to select a Homecoming Queen who will
reign over weekend activities.
Five finalists, elected Monday and
Tuesday by UNH students, competed for
the title. The coeds and the housing
units they represent are: Joan Alex
ander, Sawyer; Nancy Edgerly, Phi Kappa
Theta; Audrey Keenan, Lambda Chi
Alpha; Sue Parzych, Pi Kappa Alpha; and
Pollyanne Smith, Phi Mu Delta.

1 p.m. in Snively Arena.
After the game Saturday, open houses
will be conducted in residence halls,
fraternities, and sororities. The NonResident Student Organization will spon
sor a semi-formal dance Saturday night
in the Strafford Room of the Union.
Traditional half-time activities of the
Homecoming football contest will feature
a new attraction this year. Five beauty
queens, representing the five other uni

Famous zoologbt to visit campus
A nationally recognized zoologist
from the University of Michigan will
spend two days on the UNH campus
next week, lecturing to classes, talking
with students and giving two public
addresses.
Dr. Marston Bates, professor of zoo
logy at Michigan since 1952, and one of
nine distinguished scholars in the 196869 Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar Pro
gram, will visit Oct, 14-15, sponsored
by the local chapter of the honor society.
During his stay here he will be hosted
by the Departments of Zoology and
Psychology.
On Oct. 14 at 8 p.m. he will deliver
an address on “ The Human Environ
ment” in Spaulding Life Science build
ing, room 135. The following evening
at the same time and location he will
discuss “ The Man-Altered Landscape.”
Both events are open to the public.
Professor Bates was a staff member
of the Rockefeller Foundation between
1937-52 working in Albania, Egypt and
Columbia, and earlier he served as an
entomologist with the United Fruit Com
pany in the Caribbean. He was president
of the American Society of Naturalists
in 1961, and last year was awarded the
Daly Medal of the American Geographi
cal Society.
He has served as an adviser to the
Guggenheim and National Science Foun
dation and is a former member of
the editorial board of The American
Scholar. He is the author of numerous

articles and several books, including
“ Gluttons and Libertines: Human Prob
lems of Being Natural,” a frequently
ironic study of the varying cultural
patterns with which humans treat food
and sex.

Dean McQuade
suffers laryngitis
Associate Dean of Students Elizabeth
McQuade is “ doing well” in WentworthDouglas Hospital, where she is suffering
from laryngitis. She is resting and
undergoing tests.
“ We have cancelled her appointments
for a month, but that doesn’t mean she
will be away from the University that
long,” said Ruth Hurley, assistant dean
of students.
Miss Hurley will assume some of Dean
McQuade’s duties while she is absent.
“ I will advise the Women’s Judiciary
Board, and I will attend meetings of
the Advisory Committee on Discipline.
Other than that, I will just be seeing
the students Miss McQuade would ordin
arily see,” continued Miss Hurley.
Long-range programs, such as plann
ing student orientation, will not be dealt
with until Dean McQuade returns.
Friends who have visited her confirm
the hospital report that she is doing well.

S. Parzych

J. Alexander

The winner and runners-up will be
announced during half-time ceremonies
of Saturday’s football game against
UMaine at Cowell Stadium. The judges’
were five faculty and staff members.
The theme “ Sock It to Me!” will
pervade Homecoming activities, which
include a pre-game pep rally, bonfire,
and dance on Friday night, lawn dis
plays by housing units, and a chicken
barbecue on Saturday from 11 a.m. to

A. Keenan

P. Smith

versities of the Yankee Conference,
will share the spotlight with the UNH
queen.
Each coed will mark her university’s
geographical location on a huge map
of New England which will “ appear”
on the football field. The New England
Center for Continuing Education, located
in Durham, provided the basis for the
Homecoming pageantry. The Center is
a joint educational venture of the six
Yankee Conference schools.

Wildcats battle Bears Saturday
by John Donovan

The main attraction of UNH’s 103rd
annual Homecoming this year will be
the football game with the University
of Maine’s Black Bears in Cowell Sta
dium Saturday at 1:30.
UMaine, victor over Vermont by a
score of 28-0 last week, is resurging
after dropping contests to Massachusetts
(21-3) and Boston University (6-3). UNH
scouting reports indicate that the Black
Bears “ have come of age” and are well
psyched for the game.
The Wildcats go into the contest riddled
with injuries. Coach Root said earlier
this week that the Wildcats have more

injuries now than at any other time
during the season.
Bill Phillips, UNH’s most dependable
ball carrier for two years, and Bob
Robichaud, a rookie end who blocked
well against Dartmouth and Connecticut
fo e s , will miss tomorrow’s game.
Phillips has an aggravated hamstring
muscle pull, and Robichaud has a broken
hand.
Root said that he didn’t expect de
fensive end Brett Bernier, linebacker
Jim Ramsey and reserve offensive back
Jahn Tibbett, to see action because of
injuries.
(Please turn to page 12)
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TATTLERS

Jenks plea for student support in Univ. Gov’t is unheard
by Grace Pearson

R. Stephen Jenks, associate
professor of business adminis
tration, told a handful of students
Tuesday
that the University
Senate and the Student Senate at
ADVERTISEMENT
TOO L A T E FO R
BARE FEET
When it’ s too late for
sandals and too early for
boots, it’ s loafer time.
Buy yours this week at
the reduced price o f $8.
Made by Sandler o f Bos
ton, at

UNH are
“ neither right nor
wrong, but just not functional.”
He spoke at a lecture spon
sored by TATTLERS, a branch
of the Memorial Union Student
Organization.
As chairman of the Committee
on Government Organization,
Jenks posed several fundamental
questions, including: do you ever
think of student government? if
so, how do you implement it?
He said his committee will

The
Meeting House
— sandwiches

THE
Y A N K E E DRUM M ER
Open Fri. nights until
9 o ’ clock

ADVERTISEMENT

O PEN IN G Fri., Oct. 11
Open 12:00 PM
- 12:00 AM

not “ study” but will “ act” . The
committee is now gathering data
and soon will present two or
three alternate plans for student
government to an open forum.
One of the three plans will be
presented by December to the
Faculty Council of the University
Senate and to the Trustees. Later
the plans will be presented to the
University and indent Senates.
Jenks and his committee say,
“ Change is needed in an orderly,
not haphazard, way before
crisis.” He believes the only
limitation on his Committee is
whether or not UNH students
want change.
Only ten people attended Tues
day’s meeting. Despite the
meager attendance, Jenks is
“ optimistic” that interest can be
aroused.
Jenks feels the “ Establish
ment tag” on his committee is
keeping away activist partici
pants. However, he feels the
University is three groups: ad
ministration, students, and facul
ty, and they
“ must stay in

COmmunication. *’
The three groups each should
have power and change must be
effected within the three, he
continued. Students “ acting in
expectation of resistance” from
faculty and administration will
get resistance, Jenks said.
Jenks maintained that a big
problem right now is that he
feels any alternative presented

by the Committee will only be
reacted to by the administration.
He urges students to “ join
in finding a plan, and when plans
are presented at the forum, push
the chosen one.”
“ Without student support, any
plan is frustrated,” he said.
Don’t say you’re interested,
get in there and push, Jenks
concluded.

NOT EXACTLY A FULL HOUSE, was on hand to hear Stephen
Jenks discuss the re-organization of University Government,
Ten people attended the TATTLER’S lecture.
(photo by Weddleton)

Let’s join forces.

Bulletinboard
MUSO

Brecht Tryouts
An independent group is being
for med to produce sever al shows
from the works of Bertolt Brecht.
Open tryouts will be held in Rich
ards Auditorium, 112 Murkland
Hall, on October 14, from 7:30
to 10 p.m., and October 15, from
3:30 to 5 p.m. Interested people
should attend tryouts or contact
Pat Sanders or Richard Pevear
at Ext. 732.
Apart we're not much. Nothing, in
fact.
Together we’re a team. One of the
greatest. The Aerospace Team.
World’s largest science and engi
neering organization...
Enroll in the Air Force ROTC Pro
gram on campus. You may qualify
for financial assistance and flight
instruction while you’re in school.
In fact, let’s get together and talk
over grants—they could pay for your
tuition, books, and give you $50.00
a month.
When you graduate, you’ll be an
officer...you can combine doctor,
engineer, lawyer or B.A. degree with
an exciting Space-Age career.
You’ll know exactly where you’re
going.
Together, there’s practically noth
ing we can’t do.
Even fly.
U.S. AIR FORCE ROTC (A.U.)
BLDG. 500 (ARTOI)
Maxwell AFB, Alabama 36112
Interested in Flying DYes DNo
NAME:

Blue Cord Rush
Blue Cord invites all sopho
more girls with a 2.5 accum. to
its annual Rush party, where new
members will be selected. The
party will be held from 7:30 to
8:30 p.m. on October 16, in the
Durham Room of the Union. For
more information call Patty Bell
at 2243.

Punhell Tea
Panhellenic Council will hold
an open tea for lall freshman
women in the Stratford Room
of the Union on October 20, from
2 to 4 p.m. Women of the five
representative sororities will be
available to discuss the various
aspects of sorority life. Refresh
ments will be provided. Sheath
and heels is the appropriate
dress.

The Memorial Union Student
Organization presents a foreign
film each Wednesday night in
Paul Arts A219. Admission to
the shows, which are held at
6:30 and 8:30, is 75 cents.

Camp Counselors
Applications are now avail
able for new and old counselors,
outside Room 107B in the Union.
Interviews for new counselors
will begin on April 19, 1969.

Foresters Convention
Bennett B. Foster, assistant
professor of Forest Resources,
and Melvin E. Jenkins, associate
professor in the Thompson School
of Applied Science, last week
attended the National Convention
of the Society of American For
esters which was held in Phila
delphia, Pennsylvania.

Free Quad Dance
Gibbs Hall is to sponsor a
free Quad dance with music sup
plied by WUNH. The affair will
be held on the Quadrangle, start
ing at 8:00 p.m. on Saturday,
October 12. Listen at 5:00 p.m.
Saturday afternoon for the final
decision as to weather conditions.

We gotta get rid of (excuse us, distribute)
6,000 gift-pax.

HELP!

AGE;
PLEASE PRINT

(for nothing how can you go wrong?)

COLLEGE:
MAJOR SUBJECTS:

COLLEGIATE ENTERPRISES. INC.

CAREER INTERESTS:

44 Main Street
HOME ADDRESS:
CITY:

Durham, New Hampshire 03824
STATE

ZIP

868-9900
RCP-89
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Campus blacks organize to create community awareness
More than 40 students have
joined an organization of Afro-

American students at UNH.
The main purpose of the group,

Wildcat Bob St. Cyr
raises fans’ spirits
by Joan Simonton

Ever wonder who is inside
the six-foot Wildcat that prances
along the sidelines Saturday
afternoons? He is Bob St. Cyr
of Alpha Phi Omega service fra
ternity.
The Wildcat is sponsored by
UNH athletic department and
Alpha Phi Omega. According to
St. Cyr, the purpose of the mascot
is to “ keep up the spirit of the
team, cheerleaders, and the
fans.”
A resident of International
House, St. Cyr tries to do this
by “ constantly running and jump
ing around and making a fool of
myself.” He also dances with the
cheerleaders and does exercises
with the football team.
The Wildcat, however, has
problems. “ The fur suit is un
believably hot, people are always
pulling my tail, and the zipper
keeps coming down,” St. Cyr
said. “ I’m constantly bumping
into people and benches because
the mask is too big, so I have to
look out the mouth.”
He doesn’t get to see much of
the game itself, between chasing
policemen and doing cheers.
“ The UNH alumni love the Wild
cat and seem to appreciate it
more than the students,” he said.
The mascot’s first appearance
at the Dartmouth game was a
complete surprise to almost
everyone, including the players
and cheerleaders. APO conjured
the idea of a mascot during a
discussion of service projects
for the University, and Andy
Mooradian, UNH athletic direc
tor, responded enthusiastically.
The fraternity has guaranteed
to fill the costume for all the foot
ball, basketball, and hockey
games. St. Cyr, a senior zoology
major from Manchester, will
wear the Wildcat costume for all
football games, but the job will
circulate among the APO bro
thers for the basketball and
hockey games.
The student considers acting as
mascot “ the least I can do after
all the work the football players
do.”
He has acted in the Children’s
Theatre for the past three years,
including playing Winnie in ‘‘Win
nie the Pooh” , wearing a costume
much like that of the Wildcat.
He plans to go to medic^ school
after graduation and possibly be
a team doctor.
The fraternity which sponsors
the Cat,
Alpha Phi Omega,
claims to be the largest fra
ternity in the United States. Of
ficers list its purposes as lead
ership, friendship, and service.
It is “ essentially the only or-

Bob St. Cyr
(photo by Wallner)

ganization that provides service
for all aspects for UNH,” said
Charles Goodwin, president of
APO. Fraternity projects in
clude the Miss UNH Pageant,
Homecoming, SCORE, the blood
drive, and trying to obtain .uni
forms for the Great Bay Center
Boy Scouts.
The fraternity, with 200 active
members, is “ just getting off the
ground” according to the presi
dent. Goodwin says “ we are
open to suggestions for service
projects.” Students with ideas for
service projects may contact
Goodwin at Ext. 368.
APO is currently conducting a
contest to name the Wildcat, and
entries may be left at the APO
office in the Union.

Ask pay raise
All campus groups that pay
help on an hourly basis should
pay at least $1.40 an hour, in
accordance with State minimum
wage laws, according to a reco
mmendation issued this week by
A ss ociated Student Organiza
tions.
Students who are making more
than $1.40 as a result of a merit
raise should also receive a ten
cent per hour pay increase, ASO
recommended.
Two students have been elected
members-at-large of the ASO
board. Robert Robinson, treas
urer of the senior class, and
Roger Wiebusch, treasurer of
the Interfraternity Council, will
fill the positions for the 1968-6
school year.
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according to president Sandy
Moore, is to “ concern itself with
black Americans, to make the
community aware of its prob
lems, and to agitate for improve
ment.”
The main issues on the UNH
campus are isolation, distrust,
and a “ propensity for racism ,”
Moore said.
In a letter to President John
W. McConnell last spring, the
Afro-American students made
five proposals they believe will
improve the University’s posi
tion regarding black students.
The proposals are: 1 to in
crease the number of black stu
dents at UNH; 2, totiire five new
black faculty members; 3. to
^establish a Martin Luther King
Memorial Scholarship to enable
potential black students to come
to UNH, who would be unable to
without aid; 4. to obtain in-state
tuition for all black students; and
5. to introduce into the curricu
lum introductory courses in black
history and Arts and Sciences.
“ McConnell was highly recep
tive to our ideas. We are encour
aged,” said Moore.
McConnell said that he felt

these proposals were “ rea
sonable demands” and that he
wants “ to respond reasonably
and with enthusiasm.”
The president also said that
“ a knowledge of the situation and
the problems leads to a reason
able solution” as long as “ the
lines of communication are kept
open,”
In discussing the first pro
posal, Moore said, “ Sinceblacks
make up about ten percent of the
national population at large, a
quota of 10 percent blacks in the
out-of-state enrollment would be
acceptable.”
McConnell responded, “ I have
never liked quotas...” However,
he added that the quota “ is good
as a target.”
Regarding the second proposal,
McConnell said last spring, “ I
have no reservations at all about
receiving inquiries from black
teachers.”
The University this year has
hired two new black teachers.
One of them will teach education,
and the other will teach education
in the University Extension pro
gram.
The president and Moore

agreed that the problem in find
ing suitable black faculty is that
there are so few who apply. They
also agreed that the only solution
for the University is to “ get
out and look for qualified and
interested teachers.”
The proposal that all black
students pay
in-state tuition
“ is unfortunately impossible” ,
according to McConnell, because
of existing state laws.
Since the Afro-Americans
spoke with him, a draft for a
Martin Luther King Memorial
for the University has been writ
ten.
In reply to the last proposal,
McConnell said the difficulty in
finding interested and qualified
students is the same as in find
ing black faculty.
Moore maintained, “ The Uni
versity has an obligation to find
blacks.”

C a r B uffs d o it!

Radiation Safety Officer named
by Roger Davis

The increasing use of radia
tion on campus in the past two
years has prompted the Uni
versity to create the position of
Radiation Safety Officer (RSO).
Carl R. Miller, an instructor
in civil defense, has been named
to the post, after being recom
mended by the Advisory Com
mittee on Radioactive Materials
here.
Miller and the ACRM oversee
the use, procurement, and dis
posal of radioactive materials
and aid in establishing campus
policies dealing with radiation.
Anyone who intends to pur
chase radioactive materials or
install any radiation machines
is requested to contact Miller
at Ext. 521. Copies of state
agency procedures and regula
tions involving licensing, re 
ceipt and handling of the mat
erials are available at his office
at 56 Main St.
At the present time 15 separate

licenses involving 33 people have
been issued for campus work.
Areas where radiation ma
chines are used include Hood
House, and the departments of
microbiology, mechanical engin
eering, chemistry, and physics.
As a result of a grant of
$25,000 in 1960 from the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC), the
nuclear physics department pur
chased a 400,000 volt Van de
Graff Electrostatic Accelerator.
The radiation-producing machine
is kept in DeMerritt Hall, sur
rounded by 18 inches of 1rein
forced concrete.
The accelerator is used in
graduate
and undergraduate
teaching experiments and in
government-sponsored research
in cooperation with the National
Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration and the Air Force.
Because of the projects cited
and additional ones, UNH is now
ranked as one of the major users
of radiation in the state.
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Backtalk

V ie w p o in t

letters and opinions from our readers

This is Fire Prevention Week
The following report was prepared by
the Residence Hall Advisory Council and
TH E NEW H A M P S H IR E in an effort to
point out the danger and consequences
of fire on campus. Our purpose is tw o 
fold: to establish the immediate need to
connect all University buildings to the
fire station via a Red Network System,
and to convince students of the need for
responsible action during fire drills.
Three years ago in Scott Hall, the
residents did not react to a m id-after
noon fire alarm because they were con
ditioned to evening fire drills. Conse
quently they were not aware of a fire
which had broken out on the third floor
until firemen had entered the building.
Too many students on this campus feel
that fire drills are a waste of their tim e
and that the drills need not be taken
seriously. The purpose of a fire-drill is to
practice fire procedure so that in the
event of an actual emergency students
will respond by habit rather than panic.
This summer Theta Chi fraternity
house burned for 12 minutes before the
Fire Department was notified. Theta Chi's
fire alarm, like ail frkern ities and sorori
ties on campus, is not connected w ith the
fire station. No University buildings have
direct connections. The Town of Durham
does not even have a fire box alarm sys
tem connected w ith the station.
The quickest way to notify the Fire
Department is by telephone.
There are numerous cases of "fire
proof" dormitories that have been gut
ted by fire. To protect all these buildings
and the people in them we need a direct
link with the Fire Department.
The University Safety Committee has
been studying a residence hall fire alarm
system for several years. The fire alarm
systems now being installed in residence
halls are engineered for a fire alarm net
work. Y et this network has not been
connected.
Lack of funds appears to be a major
factor in the delay.
Who is responsible for appropriating
the funds? If it is the administration,
they have been unbelievably lax. If it is
the legislature, the situation is ludicrous.
They have appropriated millions upon
millions of dollars for campus construc
tion and not even bothered to protect
their own interests.
The University Safety Committee has
estimated that, barring financial hold-ups,
all resident hall alarm systems could be
connected to the fire statiom w ithin six
months. The necessary funds should be
appropriated immediately.
The July 1968 issue o f "F ire Journal"
quotes the National Fire Prevention As
sociation: "The very first requirement
(for human safety) is an automatic alarm
system to alert the occupants and to
transmit an alarm to the Fire Department.
Along with this, proper procedures must
be set up in case of fire."
State law requires all University res
idence halls to conduct at least one suc
cessful fire drill each month. Students
must begin to assume a serious and intel
ligent attitude in conducting fire drills.
Because of the void left by the Hous
ing Office and the administration, RHAC
has introduced a standardized fire drill
procedure.

For their own safety, students should
be aware of the following drill procedure
and should also know the exit routes
within their residence halls. In the PKA
fire, the deaths resulted from unfamil
iarity with procedure and exit routes.
1. Drills may be called at any tim e of
day, and should be varied so that stu
dents are accustomed to carrying out
procedures under different circumstan
ces.
2. All shades will be left up and curtains
opened. This enables firemen to see
smoke and fire inside rooms.
3. A ll windows will be closed. This elim
inates drafts so that fire cannot spread
through windows and heat or block
potential fire escapes.
4. Overhead lights will be turned on.
Firemen are then able to see smoke and
flames and find their way once inside the
building.
5. All residents must wear shoes and coats
and carry a towel. Shoes are to protect
against broken glass, burning embers, and
hot stairs or fire escapes. Coats are worn
because they are less flamable than night
clothes. Towels are for protection of the
head and lungs from smoke.
6. Leave doors open when exiting. Doors
are left open to facilitate room check.
7. Fire proctors will check every room,
and shut all doors, including utility, hall
way and especially stairwell doors. Doors
are shut by fire proctors to contain the
fire and prevent drafts.
8. If possible, tw o alternate routes should
be used in addition to the main route of
escape. Weather permitting, fire escapes
should be used.
9. All residents must be out of halls in
three minutes. Stoke Hall residents have
five minutes. These are standard times
recommended by the fire department
for safe evacuation.
10. Residents will exit in a quiet and
orderly manner and move to designated
areas away from doorways. This prevents
panic and facilitates the Fire Depart
ment's entrance into buildings.
11. Residents w ill not re-enter the build
ing until a signal is given by the chief fire
proctor. There is no way to tell if the
excercise is a drill or an actual fire.
Common sense should prevail in addi
tion to these procedures. Students should
awaken their roommates and neighbors.
Every student should be aware of the du
ties of a fire proctor and should assume
them if necessary. Students should call
the Fire Department at ext. 390 when
any fire alarm is sounded, until a direct
fire alarm system is connected.
Hopefully the administration will work
with students to alleviate the present
dangers. Too often, students are given
only a smile and verbal pat on the head
from the administration when they rec
ommend needed improvements.
Unfortunately, disasters often prove
the only effective stimulant to initiate
action. For our own safety, now is the
time to act.
Jonathan Kellogg
Editor-in-Chief
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
Douglas Stevens
President, Residence
Hall Advisory Council
Eileen Johnston
Housing Chairman,
RHAC

READER URGES “RATIONAL ANALYSIS” OF
FARBER ESSAY
To the Editor:
Mr. Wilson's letter in your
October 8th issue has, in one
sense at least, confirmed your
earlier position; i.e., that Mr.
Farber’s article would produce
controversy irrelevant to its
major thesis.
Scurrilous ad homine ms do
not, in my view, constitute re 
sponsible criticism.
In point of fact, it seems to
me, Mr. Bach and Mr. Winston
cannot presume to speak for Mr.
Farber. It would appear that
Messrs. Bach and Winston stick
in Mr. Wilson’s craw. If his
point is to attack them person
ally, then the student newspaper
would seem to be an inappro
priate place. If, however, he is
contending their particular posi
tions on the Farber question,
then he should dispense with the
sarcasm and begin the business
of rational analysis.
I am convinced that Mr. Wilson
has not read and reflected upon
“ The Student as Nigger’’. His
comment, “ ...if we accept Mr.
Farber’s analysis, I’m afraid we
will find ourselves in h is‘bag’ ’’,
indicates a superficial and per
functory approach to the prob
lem of blind acquiescence on the,
part of students. To say that
students do not acquiesce is to
deny Farber’s view. In point of
fact, the meekness of many stu
dents often strains credulity. I’m
not speaking to the questions of
who decides when exams are
given or how long term papers

must be, but rather toihe intell
ectual “ possum-playing” that is
made manifest in statements
which begin, “ My psych pro
fessor says...” or “ That’s im
possible because Dr. Niemand
told me...”
What Jerry Farber says, in
effect, is, “ Stop being merely
sponges or m irrors.” Parrots
have no place in a university.
It is the analogy of “ The Man”
as professor and “ the nigger”
as student which has somehow
been lost on Mr. Wilson. But
what better analogue could there
be for us, the students? The
man says, “ God is dead,” and
for one semester we are existen
tialists. The man says, “ Mon
archies are the only viable gov
ernments,” and we frantically
memorize the phrase. What is
this? How have we become such
sumps? It seems to me that
Farber’s exhortations are not
anarchical, but rather lead us to
a more healthy perspective of a
university education. We mustn’t
be content with the mere trap
pings of knowledge.
I, for one, think THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE should be not only
interested in but duty-bound by
recent controversy over “ The
Student as Nigger” . Failure to
print “ The Student as Nigger”
seems tacit admission that UNH
students cannot accept or reject
a particular position -- regard
less of the form of presentation.
Paul M. Durgin

SAWYER “NORMAL” DURING OPEN HOUSE
To the Editor:
I was really disturbed when I
read the report on the open house
that was held in Sawyer Hall last
weekend. To my opinion Mr.
Hamon had really missed the
essence of the issue that was
involved.
Personally I think that the open
house at Sawyer couldn’t have
been more successful. Of course
the writer of the article must dis
agree with me. Obviously for
him “ the wild hopes of many
of the residents went unrealized,
although 29 women signed in dur
ing the four-hour period.” What
did Mr. Haman really mean by
that? Unless he was joking (and
that’s the only way that I can see
any logic in his statement) he
must have been expecting some
form of an orgy to take place.
After all there were 29 coeds
present,
weren’t there, Mr.
Haman? Well there are better
places than residence halls for
anything of the sort to happen
and if Mr. Haman doesn’t know
any I’m sure that he can be ad
vised on the matter.
We had an open house in Sawyer

because we felt that we were
entitled to it. It is a right that
we as students should have en
joyed a long time ago. It is in
no way a privilege as many in the
administration and a good number
of students unfortunately view it.
We tried it and it worked.
Consequently the administration
cannot refuse us (all students)
any future petitions. We have
proved once more that we are
mature enough to behave pro
perly when the circumstances
require it. As a matter of fact,
I have heard indirectly that Dean
Keesey was really impressed by
the way that Sawyer Hall handled
the situation and this is an
achievement that Sawyer re si
dents must be proud of.
What the essence of the open
house was, was not so much that
we could have a coed in our room,
but that we were permitted to
exercise one of our many, as of
yet suppressed, rights.
After 11 o’clock the house did
not return to normal Mr. Haman,
it was normal to start with.
Marios L. Evriviades
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At Johnson Theater

Grudge match tonite: Hare vs. Tortoise
Performances of “ The Great
Cross-Country Race" will be
presented today in Johnson Thea
ter of Paul Arts, at 4 and 7:30
p.m., and Saturday and Sunday
at 3:00 p.m.
The play, written by Alan
Broadhurst, is based on Aesop’s
fable_ of the
race between
the tortoise and the hare, and will
include a large cast of animal
characters. Admission is $1.00
except for University Theatre

created by Mrs. Corey for his
part as the tortoise.
Falko
Schillings, another drama major,
will play the hare, Mr. Fleet.
Members of the cast, who will
wear yarn-hair wigs and paper
sculptured masks, include Marylou Ledden, Karen Eldridge, John
Conlon, Cheryl deWolf, John C ar

michael, Gary Evans, and Deena
Clevenson.
Seats are now on sale for all
performances. Reservations for
a baby-sitting service, which will
be available for children under
four years of age, must be made
24 hours in advance by calling
868-5511, ext. 570.

Hitchcock comedy here Monday

FINISHING TOUCHES — go on
hedge hog Bob Owen before the
opening of “ The Great CrossCountry Race.’’ Helping Bob
are costume designer Irene
Corey and Mimi Zdravesky.

'Granites’ out by
'Mid November’
The earliest possible publica
tion date for the ‘68 Granite is
“ mid-November’’, according to
Alice MacKinnon, editor of the
*69 yearbook.
“ I’ve been told by the former
editor that it will come out six
weeks after it’s sent to the pub
lisher,’’ Miss MacKinnon said.
“ Most of it is at the publisher’s.
Supposedly the last part went
September 26.’’
“ Traditionally,
it’s
been
turned in (to the printer) in
June,’’ she continued.
Miss MacKinnon indicated that
several explanations exist for the
late publication date. “ Thedark
room was being divided at the
beginning of the year, so they
couldn’t get in until December,’’
she said.
She added that the yearbook
was further handicapped by a
shortage of staff members.
“ The Granite is always late,’’
she said. Last year it was dis
tributed to students on October
25.
Miss MacKinnon was organi
zations editor of the *68 year
book, and Carlene Carey Harris
was editor-in-chief.

season ticket holders who will be
charged 75^5.
The play is designed and di
rected by Irene and Orlin Corey,
artists-in-residence on campus.
Under their direction, the cast
has tried to capture the essen
tials of animal characteristics
by visiting Boston’s Franklin
Park Zoo, to study animal move
ments.
Tom Wason, a drama major,
will
wear a fiberglass shell

The Memorial Union Student
Organization will show “ Alfred
Hitchcock’s only real comedy
film’* Monday, October 14, at
6:30 and 8:30 in Hamilton Smith
127.
Admission is 50 cents.
Tom Joslin, chairman of the
Hitchcock film series, said **Mru
and
Mrs. Smith’*, starring
Carole Lombard and Robert
Montgomery, “ is the classic
story about a divorced couple
who seem to run into each other

after their separation, engage in
a certain amount of competition,
and wind up getting back together
again.**
A short by Norman McLearn
will be shown with “ Mr. and
Mrs. Smith’*. Made in 1949, the
short deals with abstract colors
and patterns moving in time to
music.
Season tickets for the rest of
the Hitchcock series are still
available for $3.50.

Food Store is
coming to Durham

The Yellow-Billed Wordpicker
doesift write words.
It helps you remember them.

There are many openings for the following:
Qualified Supermarket Personnel
* Full-Time and Part-Time Cashiers
*M eat Wrappers & Produce Wrappers
* Full-Time & Part-Time Grocery Clerks
* A Produce Manager
Excellent wages, group insurance,
paid vacations, good working conditions
Interviews will be conducted at Sterling Motel
in Dover on Monday, Oct. 14th.
between the hours of 10:00 AM and 8 :0 0 PM
Transportation will be provided from The Mill St.
Shop & Save to the Motel for those who desire.

LITRE HORN MESSAGE
Having a dorm meeting or a fraternity party?
Why not call us for our special function
DELIVERY SERVICE

Our major is “FINE FOODS’
Our minor is “ SPEEDY SERVICE”
Our entire menu is available for take-out
pick a menu up next time you ’re in
Call 868-2300 for more information
Open
Daily 11 AM - 12 PM
Fri. 11 AM - 1 PM
Delivery for $5 order or more

The
Wordpicker is a marking pen
that pinpbibts names, gleans words, and
highlights them ail In bright yellow. You don’t
use it to write down the words you have to
remember. You use it to write over them.
The Yellow-Billed Wordpicker.
It reminds you how smart you should be.
And for 49c, you shouldn’t have to be
reminded to buy one.
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Klene finds Greeks strict^ but friendly
by Marcia Mangold

The expression “ It’s Greek
to me’’ has taken on a new mean
ing for Roger Klene, a Stoke
Hall resident who spent last sum
mer in Greece, representing
UNH.
Klene was selected by a stu
dent-faculty committee last se
mester to participate in the
University’s Ambassador pro
gram, a part of the Experiment
in International Living.
He began what he calls “ the
greatest summer of my life’’
on June 13 with language train
ing in Putney, Vt. Having never
before studied Greek, he spent

six to seven
hours a day
“ parroting’’ an instructor.
“ There were no books,’’ ex
plained the tall, blue-eyed sen
ior. “ The instructor would speak
and we would repeat everything
he said, sometimes not knowing
what it meant. That was one of
the most interesting parts of the
summer. We met kids from all
parts of the country, learning
many different languages.
“ We learned only the polite,
everyday expressions, so that
we could order a meal and make
ourselves understood. I couldn’t
sit down and discuss politics,
but everyone in Greece can speak

The world's most beautiful
cards and g ift wrap —
by Gordon Fraser

THE DURHAM HO USE INC.
" D u rh a m 's G ift C e n te r"

BAKETEL BOUTIQUE
and
GALLERY
men’s and women’s clothes on display and to order
leather clothes REASONABLY priced
Paintings, Sculptures, Ceramics
67 Bow Street, Portsmouth
Open: Mon. — Sat. 10 AM — 5 PM
(Fri. ‘til 9 PM)

W h en you com e o n in a
\hn H eusen shirt...
the rest com e o ff like
a bunch o f stifle.

assimilate Greek culture and area in Greece. The rest of the
adapt themselves to new sur country is so mountainous that
television is impracticable.’’
roundings.
The prime entertainment is
Klene arrived with nine other
students in the town of Larissa movies, which cost the equivalent
in central Thessaly and was of ten cents, Klene commented.
placed in the Doroniko’s family Few Greek films are made, and
with two sons, 10 and 13 years the people watch mostly Ameri
can, French, or Italian with sub
old.
He found the average Greek titles. He saw “ Bonnie and
family was very close-knit. “ The Clyde’’ and “ Divorce American
children stay home until they’re Style” — both strictly censored,
25 or 26. They seem closely and forbidden to anyone under 17.
“ The other chief entertain
dependent. The mother is com
pletely subjugated to the father, ment, the Greek equivalent of
who is lord of the household,’* the pool hall, was the Ballarchia
he said. “ The "(laughters are room. Men above 17 years of age
forbidden to go out alone or speak could come here to play soccer in
to boys on the street. They don’t miniature with the table ma
start dating until they’re 21, and chines, or Tably, a game sim ilar
then only in a group.’’
to Backgammon,” he explained,
Klene’s dating was limited to
American girls found their
seeing Greek girls in a group.
He discovered that custom dic
tated the girl and boy to arrange
a secret rendezvous instead of
obeying dating restrictions.
“ I didn’t run off on any ren
dezvous’,” he grinned. “ We
couldn’t do anything to damage
the group’s reputation.”
He believes Greek girls are
much less sophisticated than
their
American equivalents.
Their chances of going to college
are slim, since Greek men look
for a cook, mother, and washer
woman rather than an intellect
when they are thinking of mar
riage.
“ The Greek boys,” Klene con
tinued, “ act fatherly and pro
tective toward the girls. If an
American boy made a pass at one,
her friend would step in with a
warning that her father had told
Roger Klene
him to watch out for the girl
(photo by Wallner)
in the family’s behalf.”
Greek counterparts were apt to
Greek hospitality made a
hold hands with them as they lasting impression on UNH’s Am
walked in the city and general bassador.
“ Because my host
affection expressed by the Greeks family had no spare bedroom,
caused
some embarrasment. they turned the living room over
“ A Word from Greece,’’ a pam to me. They gave me the best
phlet of information for Experi cuts of meat and encouraged me
menters, explained that “ Greeks to eat all I wanted.”
like handshakes and kisses —
After an informal trip through
these are expressions of courtesy Greece, Klene and three other
and should be taken as such.’’ students used the remaining al
The girls seem to play a shel lotment of their Experiment
tered role in Greece, according money to visit Athens, Rome, and
to Klene, and many of the female Paris.
Experimenters experienced un
Summing up his summer in
usual restrictions. They were Greece, he said, “ It exceeded
asked, for example, to lengthen my expectations, and was a real
their skirts so their “ families’’ eye-opener. Greece is isolated
wouldn’t be embarrassed to ap so much from the rest of Europe,
pear in public with them.
because it is neither Communist,
He remarked that Greek boys, like Eastern Europe, nor modern,
as well as girls, have little in like Western Europe,”
dependence in the home. The
To illustrate his observation
UNH Ambassador said, “ During that Greeks trust people, Klene
our tour of the country (after the related the following incident:
five-week home stay) the Greek “ I ran out of film just before
kids went completely wild. They we visited the Acropolis and
have no idea of social indepen wanted to buy another roll. But
dence and couldn’t cope with their the salesman couldn’t change my
newfound freedom. But all of hundred-Drachma note, so he
them expressed great respect said, ‘Just take the film and pay
for their parents. The girls me when you get your bill
would ask permission just to go changed.’ In a city that big,
The in guide to groom
to the beach.
with so many tourists passing
ing and grooving for the
“ The informal trip through through, it would have been so
Greece included Delphi, Olympia, easy to forget about paying. But
c o lle g e m a n -in -th e Sparta, Naphleon, and Athens, he trusted me, and I just had to
know and o n -th e -g o .
where we saw the Parthenon. go back.”
With such features as:
Afterwards we spent a week in
Among the souvenirs he
■ Your F a l l / W i n t e r
Crete, touring the Palace of brought back were woolen goods,
Wardrobe: What’s In.
Knossos and swimming at the gold jewelry, and a big statue of
beach,’’ continued Klene, who the Charioteer in Delphi.
■ Choosing A Career:
is captain of the varsity swim
Applications for next year’s
The Right Job For
team.
He found the stay in summer abroad will be received
You.
Crete gave him a chance to keep after Christmas. Applicants will
■ Gary Beban: Is The
in shape.
be required to tell a studentHeisman a Jinx?
“ The water of the Mediterran faculty panel why he would like to
■ Tips on Shaving, Side
ean is amazingly blue, clear and visit the country indicated, how
burns, & Beards.
salty. And we swam almost every much he knows about it, and how
■ Co-Ed Roommates:
day,’’ he added.
receptive he is to new i(leas. Any
Klene found that Greece is a student of UNH is eligible, and
Extra-Curricular Cam
very poor country. “ In America the winner receives at least $ 1500
pus Capers.
we don’t know what poverty is. worth of travel.
■ A Post-Graduate Dis
The average Greek family has no
Interested persons should con
course W ith Dustin
television set or car, and has a tact Roger Klene, 112 Stoke or
Hoffman.
very limited wardrobe,’’ he said, Ext. 601.
A well-equipped bathroom con
What does Roger have to say
NOW ON SALE FOR $1
sists of a “ bomb-site’’ toilet and about his Experiment? “ It was a
at newsstands and lead
a shower from the ceiling drain terrific summer! I would do it
ing m en’s stores, or
ing into the corner.
over again a million times. My
send $1 to: GO Campus
“ Greece has been primarily an enthusiasm for the Experiment
agricultural country, but the is unbounded — it’s a great way
& Career, Dept. N, 488
standard of living is rising. I to learn about other cultures.
Madison Avenue, N.Y.,
lived in a city of sixty thousand It was definitely the best sum
N.Y. 10022.
in the central plain, the only flat mer of my life.”

a second language. Most pre
valent are English, Italian and
German,’’
On July 1, the three groups of
Americans bound for Greece flew
to Milan. After a boatride from
Italy to Athens, they stayed for
a week in the Greek capital.
Asked if he experienced diffi
culties with the military regime
now ruling Greece, Klene re
plied, “ Before 1 left, I read up
on the situation in the “ Times’’,
but I didn’t find it that bad.
The Greeks have lost some free
dom, but it’s not a police state.’’
The purpose of the Experiment
in International Living was to
place American students with
host families in Greece, where
the students were expected to

ilUST OUT!

The Ril-neiu

oqcnmpus
& COREER

VAN

H E U S E N

417

Now from Van Heusen . . . the scent of adventure . . .
Passport 360 . . . the first to last and last and last!
Friends! Seniors! Sheepskin chasers! Lend an ear to a
rewarding career in menswear marketing, merchandising, engi
neering at Van Heusen! For full information, send your name and
address to: College Grad Departm ent, The Van Heusen Company,
417 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10016.
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Corey’s lecture

The

Tlieoter’s aim; 'to cotch eye and ear of man’
by Pat DeRemer

“ I am appalled by the ignor
ance of the public toward the
theater,” said Mrs. Irene Corey.
“ It is sad that the public doesn't
know and understand the craft
of the theater.”
Orlin and Irene Corey, guest
artists-in-residence, gave the
first Saul O. Sidore lecture of the
year Tuesday afternoon in John
son Theater, speaking on “ The
Imaginative Theater.”
The purpose of theater, em
phasized Corey, is “ to hold a
m irror up to nature.”
The
theater as a m irror of nature
should reflect “ with the naked
candor of glass,” he observed.
“ To catch the eye and ear of
man” so that “ the mind is
opened and the heart is touched”
is the aim of theater, according
to Mrs. Corey.
The Coreys believe that “ the
theater is for us...to bring our

mysterious parts to it, to bring
our fears, hopes, and contra
dictions. Theater is a way of
looking at man and defining him
by
his participations, en
thusiasm, choices, and con
flicts.”
Through the theater, one cele
brates man and the mystery of the
everlasting,
they maintained.
“ The theater should perceive,
human excellence and never be
a place of cliche, platitude or
contentment,” they added.
The Corey’s view the theater
as a “ window to the wise man,
nourisher of the artist, and dis
penser of delight.”
Imagination is the key to dis
covering new ways of putting
old things together, said Mrs.
Corey. It is important in the
stages of conception, research,
and execution.
After the director chooses the

style that best reveals the shades
of meaning of the play, the period
of research begins. Mrs.Corey,
who is the designer, noted that
this is the time ideas marinate
and seep, to result in a new flav
or.
“ Never
consider how to
achieve an effect until you know
the effect you want,” is Mrs.
Corey’s rule. “ Once you know
the effect, it must be carried
out in each detail, lighting, cos
tumes, and make-up. Use of the
imagination does not mean
a
blurred image of nature in the
m irror.”
Corey added, “ Through ima
gination, energy, spit, and spirit
the characters leap into a life
of their own. The great glass
glows.”
Attention to detail requires
time and effort, they asserted.
Mrs. Corey spent three months

researching the costumes and
make-up for “ Henry V.”
The couple showed slides to
illustrate how they had put their
theory into practice. One series
depicted characters from T.S.
Eliot’s “ Murder in the Cathed
ral.” Corey had decided to use
an original
interpretation of
Becket’s temptors, in Eliot’s
play. They had traditionally been
treated as real men, however,
Corey presented them as “ in
ternal, of himself” . Through
the use of symbolic color in cos
tuming and make-up, Mrs. Corey
dressed and made-up the men to
portray them as phantoms of sex
ual pleasure, monetary gain,
physical power, and spiritual
pride.
The Coreys delivered two other
Sidore lectures, Wednesday and
Thursday.
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Pizza is our specialty
Call for delivery
(5 and over)
868-2485
and

,THE

XiAa.lxi S t r e e t

j y i x n x a m , N . xz.
where the
crowd is
11 -1 2 Mid. Wk. days
1 1 - 1 AM Fri. - Sat.
4 - 1 2 Mid. Sun.

PKT addition makes bouse complete
Members of Phi Kappa Theta
fraternity are completing the fur
nishing of a new wing of their
home on Madbury Road.
The wood-pannelled addition,
which cost $44,000, was finished
this fall. It provides the house
with a kitchen and dining area,
more sleeping space, and facili
ties that the men feel will permit

them to operate more completely
as a fraternity.
Until moving into the house
in September, 1967, the fraternity
had been homeless since 1960.
Last year 16 men lived at the
house. This year, 35 will live
there.
With a total of 41 members.
Phi Kappa Theta has not filled

ii

its membership quota, and the
fraternity plans to increase in
numbers next semester.
“ With the new facilities, we’re
now better able to work toward
our objectives,” said Wayne
Moynihan, rush chairman. “ Now
we can invite guests to speak at
the house, and we have a place
to show returning alumni.”
The biggest problems now, ac
cording to the men, lie in ad
justing to running the house,
especially the new kitchen.

h

TIPALET

PKT Addition

(photo by Waiiner)

There may be an ample supply
of Spooks and Witches, but not
Hallmark Halloween cards left at

THE RED CARPn
So hurry!

CASH IN YOUR
BOOKS NOW!
Every Tues. & Thurs. afternoon

Why should a traditional
twill have a fuller
bottle shape?
Only a fuller under-the-knot bottle
shape is right with today’s bolder
shirt collars and wider lapels. This
distinctive shape shows off to best
advantage the richer colors and
strip in g s of R e s ilio ’s luxurious
Cam bridge twills. Resilio T radi
tio n al N e c k w ea r, E m pire S ta te
Building, New York, N.Y. 10001.

P.S. All Resilio ties have the new
fuller bottle shape.

1 - 4 P.M.
TKAOtTXJHAl NT.CKWt A

THE CO-OP. DURHAM, N. H.

Morey’s Nashua, N. H.
Easler’s, Manchester, N. H.

IP you smoKE ciorrettes you owe
IT TO yOURSELF TO TRy TIWLET5.
I1EU PROm mURIEL CI6RRE
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"Social change” is seminar theme
J.A. Ponsloen, professor of
sociology at the Institute of Social
Studies at The Hague, will conduct
a series of interdisciplinary
seminars this fall at the Uni
versity of New Hampshire on
“ the
conditions
of social
change.”
Ponsioen, who holds a joint
appointment as visiting professor
in the College of Liberal Arts
and the Whittemore School of
Business and Economics, arrived
on campus September 30. He will

be in residence until Christmas.
The seminars will be limited
to graduate students and staff
members from the departments
of political science, psychology
and sociology and the Whittemore
School. They carry no academic
credit and are completely volun
tary. Interested students must
apply for admission through their
respective departments.
“ We feel Professor Ponsioen’s
visit will help develop interdis
ciplinary cooperation among the
social science disciplines here
at the University,” said Jan Clee,
dean of the Whittemore School.
Ponsioen explained that inter
disciplinary cooperation is “ the
whole philosophy at the Institute
of Social Studies. I expect the
seminars here will be most
searching, forcing participants to
ask ‘what is my function as a
political scientist or a public ad
ministrator, as an economist or a
sociologist in the overall ap
proach to social science?’ ”
The 57-year-old professor
joined the staff of the Institute
in 1954. He holds a Doctoral
degree in Social Sciences and a
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Ph.D. in sociology. He is presi
dent ofthe Netherlands Sociologi
cal Association and an advisor to
the Netherlands delegation to the
United Nations Social Com
mission.
Although Ponsioen has had
“ practically no contact with stu
dents so far,” he readily admits
that he “ is a bit more interest
ed in the students here than in
the staff.”
Ponsioen hopes to start the
seminars by October 14 and is
presently preparing a syllabus
suggesting a direction and pos
sible topics for discussion. He
will devote the first meeting to
“ defining just what development
is.” He plans to “ leave the
content of future seminars open
to students and staff who partici
pate.”
His most recent book, “ Na
tional Development: a Sociologi
cal Contribution,” published this
year, will serve as the basis
for the seminars.
Other books by Ponsioen are
“ The Analysis of Social Change
Reconsidered” (a third edition
is being prepared), “ Family
Life in The Netherlands” and
“ Social Science and Social Poli
cy.” He also serves as the edi
torial secretary of “ Sociologia
Neerlandica” .
While in the United States,
Ponsioen, an inactive ordained
Catholic priest, will meet with
key figures in the new move
ments in the Catholic and Pro
testant Churches to discuss the
education
of ministers and
priests. He also plans to contact
social science scholars in the
Greater Boston Area.
Although this is Ponsioen’s
third visit to the United States,
he does not feel “ particularly
acquainted with the country.” His
two previous visits were for
short conventions. He accepted
the University’s offer to come
because he wanted “ to get to
know an American university
from the inside.”
Ponsioen has made many other
such “ working visits” to num
erous countries. Including Ire
land, Italy, Spain, Greece, Egypt,
Chile, Brazil, Israel, Jordan and
the Belgian Congo.
Ponsioen is the first of two
visiting professors sponsored
jointly by the Whittemore School
and the College of Liberal Arts.
Vice Chancellor William Matthew
O’Neil of the University of Syd
ney, the second visitor, is sched
uled to arrive on campus on Octo
ber 28. He will stay through
December 6 of this year.

Pep-Kittens chosen
From field of 50

The Eberhard Faber TR35 porous-point pen
won’t dry up even when uncapped
for weeks. Yet ink dries instantly on paper.
Thanks to our Perma-MoisP’' Point.
You get pressure-free writing action to
the last ink drop. Black, blue, red, green,
yellow, orange, brown, purple.
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Six freshman girls and two al
ternates have been chosen by the
eight varsity cheerleaders, the
Pep-Cats, to become UNH PepKittens for 1968-69.
From the 50 competing girls
who turned out for try-outs on
September 26, Donna Maiolino,
Nancy Hamilton, Susan Hagerman. P erry Patten, Kathy Eliaasen, and Bonnie Ramsdill were
elected Pep-Kittens, with Susan
M ^ganaro and Julie Lord as
alternates.
The girls were
selected on the basis of their
precision, vivaciousness, and co
ordination.
Although no previous cheering
experience was required, seven
out of the eight had cheered at
least one year in their respective
schools, according to Parny Pat
ten, head Pep-Cat.
This year’s Pep-Kittens wear
navy blue shorts, white sweaters
with the UNH Wildcat on them,
and beanies.
The Pep-Cats sport contrasting
navy blue sweaters and skirts
with white lettering.
The Pep-Kittens and the PepCats attempt to arouse school
spirit and attendance at the
games.

Xaniival of sports' 'is theme
for October blood drive
A Red Cross blood drive dedi
cated to the memory of Carl
Lundholm, former UNH athletic
director, will be conducted on
campus October 22 through 24.
Entitled “ A Carnival of
Sports” , the blood drive will
take place at the Memorial Union
from one to five p.m. on each
of the three days.
Groups assisting with the event
include Interfraternity and Panhellenic Councils, the Residence
HaU Advisory Council, Alpha Ep
silon Delta, Army and Air Force
ROTC, the Cadet Corps, Blue
Cord, Angel Flight, and Alpha
Phi Omega.

Kappa Sigma, Lundholm’s fra
ternity, and Chi Omega, Mrs.
Lundholm’s sorority, will also
assist in the drive.
As in the past, the Durham
Red Cross will present awards
to housing units with the highest
numbers and percentages of
donors.
Permission forms are avail
able at the Memorial Union re 
ception desk and in the housing
imits for donors under 21. No
appointment is necessary, but
those who desire to make one
may call Ext. 517, October 21
through the duration of the draw
ing.

New UNH moths need restoring
Many are damaged and unlabeled
by Deanna Bickford

Last June, after several trips
to New Jersey with a U-Haul
truck, UNH officials became the
owners of the Margarethe Koletzko Memorial Collection of
moths and butterflies (lepidoptera). The collection completes
the University’s series of North
American moths and butterflies
and provides many species from
around the world.
UNH learned of the collection
from a member of the Newton,
N. J., school board, a brother of
Assistant Professor of Ento
mology Roger Reeves. The col
lection had been given to the
school five years earlier and had

wooden cases, or in paper tri
angles in cigar boxes, unstraight
ened and unlabeled. Morse is
doing much of the sorting of these
specimens.
Several of the specimens are
four inches across and pale
green. Others seem brown and
plain until held up to the light,
when they turn irrldescent blue,
because of the prism-like quality
of their wing structure.
The Koletzko collection is the
second at UNH which has origi
nated, at least in part, from The
Butterfly Store, a now-defunct
enterprise in New York City.
In 1940, the University re 
ceived the Goodhue collection of

remained in the basement since
that time,
Robert Blickle and Wallace J.
Morse of the entomology depart
ment supervised trips to the
Newton high school basement,
where the collection was stored
in cigar boxes and wooden cases.
Many
of the lepidoptera,
damaged by insects and bacteria,
required treatment at the high
school by Morse.
The total collection consists
of an inestimable number of
butterflies and moths, some of
which are damaged, but the
majority of which are excellent
collector’s items.
Entomology department mem
bers estimate that the process of
cleaning and sorting the insects
will probably take years, since
no one in the department can de
vote all his tme to the project.
The process consists of fumi
gating the moths and butterflies,
then placing them in “ relaxing
jars” with cotton and carbolic
acid. This unstiffens the insects
so that their wings can be spread
out, and they can be pinned down
and labeled.
Some of the lepidoptera had
previously been stored in glasstopped wooden drawers set in

lepidoptera, which is also be
lieved to have obtained specimens
from the Butterfly Store.
Margaret Sherbaum, owner of
the store, received lepidoptera
from around the world. Many of
the moths and butterflies are
from Japan, Germany, and parts
of Russia, where it would be
nearly Impossible to obtain them
today.
The owner of The Butterfly
Store used the insects to decorate
lampshades, trays, jewelry, and
other items, as well as selling
them whole. Because of their use
for decorative purposes, many
lepidoptera received by the Uni
versity have been reduced to a
pair of wings. Others have fake
bodies attached to real wings,
since some designs called for
whole insects with small bodies.
The scientific value of the col
lection lies in that any collector
may now send a specimen to UNH
and it can be identified by using
others for comparison.
The value ofthe collection was
once set at $50,000.00 but because
of the loss of many specimens
and the gain in worth of many,
the value is now inestimable,
according to the entomology de
partment here.
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Engineering and Science at IBM

“You’re treated
like a professional
right from the start!’
“The attitude here is, if you’re good enough to be
hired, you’re good enough to be turned loose on a
project,’’ says Don Feistamel.
Don earned a B.S.E.E. in 1965. Today, he’s an
Associate Engineer in systems design and evalua
tion at IBM. Most of his work consists of determin
ing modifications needed to make complex
data processing systems fit the specialized
requirements of IBM customers.
Depending on the size of the project, Don
works individually or in a small team. He’s
now working with three other engineers on
part of an air traffic control system that will
process radar information by computer.
Says Don: “There are only general guide
lines. The assignment is simply to come
up with the optimum system.’’

Set your own pace
Recently he wrote a simulation program that
enables an IBM computer to predict the per
formance of a data processing system that will
track satellites. He handled that project him
self. “ Nobody stands over my shoulder,’’ Don
says. “ I pretty much set my own pace.”
Don’s informal working environment is typi
cal of Engineering and Science at IBM. No
matter how large the project, we break it
down into units small enough to be handled
by one person or a few people.
Don sees a lot of possibilities for the future.
He says, “ My job requires that I keep up to
date with all the latest IBM equipment and
systems programs. With that broad an outlook,
I can move into almost any technical area at
IBM—development, manufacturing, product
test, space and defense projects, programming
or marketing.”

Check with your placement office
If you’re Interested in engineering or science at IBM,
ask your placement office for more information.
Or send a resume or letter to Paul Koslow, IBM
Corporation, Dept. C, 425 Park Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10022. W e’d like to hear from you even if
you’re headed for graduate school or military service

An Equal Opportunity Em ployer
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Scouting: the prelude to victory
by Bill Moore
Sports Editor

UNH’s Victory over Connecti
cut Saturday began last June.
It was in June that Head Coach
Root assigned coaches to scout
opposing teams for this fall.
Lou Tepper was then assigned
to scout Connecticut, Northeast
ern, and UMass.
Tepper and others began to
watch films of opposing teams
and to evaluate these films. Dur
ing the summer Tepper broke
down five different films of Con
necticut. He watched the films
at slow speed, he watched them
frontwards and backwards and all
the time he diagramed the plays
on a breakdown sheet.
After he’d diagramed UCoim’s
plays, carefully noting the team’s
position on the field, the down,
and the yardage, the ball carrier,
the formation and the yards
gained or lost, he transfered all
this information onto another
sheet, the formation tendency
chart.
The formation tendency chart

listed in a shorthand, the plays
UConn used from one formatioii
and in which “ situations” and
position on the field they were
used. After this sheet was com
pleted it was easy to glance down
the chart and tell what Connecti
cut would tend to do with a for
mation in a given situation. There
was a sheet for each of UConn’s
many formations.
With this information in UNH
hands it would seem like New
Hampshire had a good jump on
Connecticut even before the fall
began, but the films showed only
the sophomores, juniors and sen
iors, and the seniors had gradu
ated. UNH had to check UConn
in the fall to see what changes had
been madev in the course of the
year and how they’d use their
sophomores.
At this point another important
step took place, the pairing of
scouts to cover a team. Yankee
Conference rules allow a team
to scout an opponent only twice
so there’s no room for mistakes.
Both men must be able to com-

municate with each other. They
must use the same terminology.
A consistent terminology also
had to be used on the formation
tendency chart; such a term
would be 26L6. This shorthand
describes one play that Connecti
cut used against opponents.
The 20 of the 26 means a
power play, the six indicates the
hole where the play will be run
through. In this case, the play
is over the tackle on the left
side, therefore the L is for left,
the direction of the play. The
final six indicates the type of
blocking Connecticut used—a
double-team by the offensive
tackle and end on the left defen
sive tackle.
Before the scouts went to a
game they had to go over a brief
checklist. They made sure they
had notebooks with breakdown
sheets for both the offensive and
defensive teams. They also made
sure they had two press box tick
ets, three pencils and an eraser.
A stopwatch went with the scouts
so they could time punters and
kickers to determine whether
or not UNH could block them.
Binoculars and a car from the
University garage roimded off
the pre-game material.
The
scouts arrived at the
stadium an hour before game
time to watch the teams warm up
and to check personnel. They
also used their stopwatch to time
the punter’s kicking.
UConn, for example, had a
punter who took three steps in
punting while most others take
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ability. The down and distance
tendency of the Connecticut team
was written for the UNH players.
The offense memorized what the
Connecticut defensive team would
do against a certain formation on
a given down. The defense learn
ed what the Connecticut offense
would do under different condi
tions.
Both the offensive and defen
sive teams got a copy of what
Connecticut did on punts and
kick off and pimt returns. They
learned what side of the field
Connecticut liked to run back on
and who did the running.
All during the week the two
teams
specialized. The of
fense practiced against a defense
similar to the defenses Connecti
........

ons

P

CLEMENTS STOPPED — Vince Maxiiino (77) doing his job,
QJhoto by Wallner)
of the work done during the sum
mer had to be thrown out because
of sophomore Vinny Clements.
Connecticut usually ran a bal
anced backfield but Huskie Head
Coach John Toner switched his
backfield to use this strong run
ner, Toner used a formation in
which Clements would be swit
ched from one side of the backfield to the other in order to
run him more often. Or in
other words, Connecticut flipflopped their backfield.
New Hampshire’s problem was
compounded by the fkct that UConn’s senior quai'terback, Pete
PetrlUo, was a sprint-out quar
terback who liked to both run
and pass.
The Huskies second quarter
back, Richaitl Robustelli, how
ever, was only a soidiomore, and
he was a pocket passer and didn’t
like to run the ball. Robustelli
was therefore at a handicap when
he entered the game Saturday
against UNH because we knew
he wouldn’t be doing the running
and there was only one real al
ternative left—Clements.
After the Vermont game the
scouts transferred their infor
mation from the breakdown
sheets to the formation tendency
charts so they could look at them
quickly and evaluate them.
Finally all these facts were
written up so the players could
use the information. The infor
mation was broken into two parts,
one for the offense and the other
for the defense. The defense got
Connecticut’s offense while the
offense got the Huskie’s defensive
team.
Each of the blue-covered
scouting reports described the
two team’s personnel, their ages,
weights, ' heights and general

cut would use. The defense prac
ticed against a Huskie offense,
and even practiced keying on a
freshman wearing a big 44 on
his jersey when they practiced
against one another. Clements*
number is 44.
On Saturday Teimer was h l ^
above the press box in the top
windows of the Field House where
he and another coach, one cm
a phone to the offensive person
nel below, the other on a de
fensive phone, told Root and
others what Connecticut was
doing and what changes should
be made.
On the field linebacker Harry
KoulcAerls, who had memorized
what UCoim would do from a
certain formation on a specific
down, called the defensive plays
for the frcmt line and line
backers. Kurt Vollherbst like
wise made the calls for the de
fensive secondary.
When Clements lined up on the
left side of the Connecticut line,
UNH went into a 50 Offeet Eagle
formation. In this defensive line
up the defensive ends line up
outside the offensive ends, the
tackles play head on, and the
middle guard lines up just to the
right of center. The right line
backer lines up over the r i ^ t
end, the other linebacker sets
up between the center and the
left guard while our prowler goes
to a spot between the offensive
end and tackle on the side oppo
site from Clements to be ready
for the expected cross-over.
The scouting reports worked
out Saturday and New Hampshire
was able to stop Clements. On
the whole day he gained 73 yards
on 20 carries, but most of these
gains were contained so he wasn’t
able to break away for the long
gainer.

IF YOU LAUGH
When George Wallace tells
what he's going to do to newspapermen
(see Breslin's column in the Oct. 7 Herald-Traveler),
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only two steps. It took him 3
seconds to punt while a twostepper took only 2.4 seconds.
Perhaps he could be blocked?
But no, he lined up 15 yards
behind the line of scrimmage
instead of the usual 12 or 13
yards and he averaged 40 yards a
boot.
During the game, one man
watched the interior line while
the other watched the backs and
the ends. One wrote while the
other spoke in order to get the
forms filled out in the 25 sec
onds between plays. The sheet
is broken down into four seg
ments, and the first down is al
ways placed at the top, the sec
ond on the next line, and so forth.
After the Vt-UConn game, most

JZip.
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Wildcat pucksters practice without ice
by Bruce McAdam
Staff Reporter

The UNH hockey team, under
new Head Coach Charles Holt,
has started practicing in hopes
of improving on last year’s great
season.
The 1967-68 hockey team fin
ished with a 22-7 won-loss record
last season. They missed playing
in the Division I tournament play
off only because of a questionable
arbitrary decision. During the
season they had beaten several
of the eight teams picked to com
pete for the Eastern champion
ship.
The players are now running
every night to condition them
selves for the long schedule of at
least 28 games.
In past years the hockey team
has had a problem of getting on
the ice later in the year than
most other eastern teams. The
University built Snively Arena
with an agreement that it would be
shared by the men’s and wo men’s
physical education departments.
The girls use it in the fall for
their stand-by facility for tennis
on inclement days.
The women’s physical educa
tion
department had use of
Snively until the ice and boards
had to be put in. The deadline
date for ice to be ready was
November 1. This was still as
much as a week later than other
area teams started skating.
However this year the Univer
sity itself has taken over use of
Snively during the week of Octo
ber 21. There will be functions
there through the morning of
October 24. Then the hockey
players, under the direction of
Coach Holt will put up the boards
and put the ice in. This is a
lengthy process, but the rink
,still should be ready slightly
before the usual November 1 date.
Coach Holt has seen the play
ers before when UNH played
against his Colby team, but he is
anxious to see them skate now that
he is coach. He said, “ As an
opposing coach I only saw their

Cat Golfer in
ECAC Tourney
Steve Roberts, a junior from
Dover, has qualified for the Re
gional ECAC fall golf tournament
finals at Farmingdale, N. Y.
on October 19.
Roberts qualified with a 74 at
Hanover last week, finishing
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top teams then go on to a nation
al tournament.
UNH received a slight set
back when the other Yankee Con
ference teams were not accepted
into Division I. This will reduce
the number of Division I games
for UNH, thus hurting their
chances.
Ill any case they’ll

HOCKEY ARENA? Tennis nets in Snively Arena stand by fer use
by women’s phys-ed department on rainy days. Meanwhile the>
hockey team must wait until November 1 for ice to practice on.
(photo by Justiniano)
so that captain Graham Bruder
and Mickey Goulet would play
together. Rick Metzer is the
senior goalie.
This would give Holt an ex
tremely strong and experienced
starting line up. Last year’s sec
ond line of Ryan Brandt, A1Clark,
and Dave Sheen is back intact to
back them up. Also returning are
defensemen Pete Stoutenbergand
Mark Tully, defense man-forward
Gary Jacquith, and goalie Larry
Smith.
Holt can also call on a small
group of sophomores who were
outstanding on last year’s fresh
men team. They are led by
Louis Frigon.
UNH will be aiming at the
Division I tournament at the end
of the hockey season. Eight
teams from the eastern United
States compete in this for the
Division I championship. The two

still have to beat some of the
better teams on the schedule such
as Boston College, Boston Uni
versity, and St. Lawrence to make
the tournament.
Among those players Holt ex
pects to see action from are
Bobby Brandt, Roseau, Minn.;
Ryan Brandt, Salol, Minn.; Gra
ham Bruder, Noranda, Q ue^c; A1
Catto, Noranda, Quebec; Allan
Clark,
Port Arthur, Ontario;
Richard David, Montreal, Que
bec; Bobby Davis, Peterboro,
Ont.; Kevin Fahey, Waltham,
Mass.; Louis Frigon, Montreal,
Que.; Mickey Goulet, Montreal,
Que.; Robert Grant, Durham;
Gary Jacquith, Lynnfleld, Mass.
Also Ken Marchand, Welles
ley,
Mass.; Mike McShane,
Wakefield, Mass,; Rick Metzer,
Pengilly, Miniu; Dan Miles,
Lynn, Mass,; Jim Nelson, Nahant, Mass.; Mike Ontkean, Van-

ADDRESS
CITY

within the top ten in the collegi
ate qualifying round against £
field of 125 golfers from allovei
the East.
Other Wildcats participating ir
the fall ECAC competition were
Allan Clark, 81; Glen Harbour,
84; and Gary Bissonette, 85.

manager.
The hockey team opens the
season with a game at Merri
mack College on November 30,
They
open the home season
against Dartmouth on December
4.

A M ERICA 'S C HA NG IN G : Change with it. Hustle posters
in your spare time for fun and profit. GNP is a new, im
proved concept in new, improved concepts. Send your
name, weight, shoe size, loyalty number and address and
we'll rush a complete, free Poster Profit Kit to you, full of
surge. GROSS N A T IO N A L PRODUCT, Box 427, Wayzata,
Minnesota 55391.
FOR SALE: '66 Honda - Superhawk, 305 cc. Good con
dition with 2 Bell helmets. Best offer, call, 659-3014.
CASH FOR YO U R BOOKS: We buy textbooks, new and
used and, paperbacks whether used at UNH or not. Every
Tuesday & Thursday afternoon, 1 - 4 pm. THE CO-OP,
12 Rosemary Lane, Durham, N. H.
FOR SALE: 1967 Honda-superhawk. Excellent condition.
2,000 miles. Call Bob Clark, Ext. 776 before 4:30 pm.
FOR SALE: 1967, 305 Honda Scrambler. Coral color.
Excellent contition. $450 or best offer. Call Dennis Hawkesworth, 868-5392.
LOST: Gold link bracelet with triangle charm. Reward.
Call, 868-9649.

Basketball practice will be
gin on Tuesday, October 15
and the team needs some
managers. If you are inter
ested, report to Dave Lamers
Tuesday afternoon at 5:00 p.m.
at the Field House gym.
-i
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Fri., Oct. 11, 1968
HOMECOMING DANCE

Welcome bock Alumni
for another Homecoming
Before the Wildcats “sock it to the bears” ,
why not visit our newly remodeled establishment?
Fresh Daily Donuts
Full Course Meals
Sundies —Newspapers
Cold Beer

(formerly Grant's)
ZIP

couver, B.C.; Alan Phenix, Dur
ham; David Sheen, Galt, Ont,;
Larry Smith, Barrie, Ont.; Pete
Stoutenburg, Collingwood, Ont.;
Mark Tully, Milton, Mass.; Rich
ard Walsh, W. Roxbury, Mass.
John O’Leary is the club’s

WILDCAT
SPORTS

YOUNGS DONUT & COFFEE SHOP
& RESTAURANT

NAME

STATE

good points. I know they’re all
not perfect, though.’’
He wants to try using an all
senior starting line up. This
would put last year’s flrst line
of Bob Brandt, Rich David, and
Mike Ontkean back together
again.
It would also involve
switching the defensemen around

48 Main Street, Durham

Collegiately' Correct...
For Fall 1968: Sero offers a choice o f two
o f Am erica’s most celebrated campus collar
models — the Purist® button-down and the
new, distinctive Bristol. Deftly tailored —
with trimly tapered body lines — in a host
of handsome solid colourings, stripings and
checks, many exclusive with Sero. Both
models come in fine-combed 100% cotton or
durable press.
AVAILABLE AT

(Eollege
BRAD M c iN T IR E
D u rh a m , N e w H a m p s h ire
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Injury-ridden Cols talce on Maine
(continued from page 1)
“ It’s not unusual to have so
many injuries,” insisted Root,
“ when you start your season
with two physically tough teams
like Dartmouth and Connecticut.
We’re fortunate that we’re not
worse off.”
Carl DeFilippi, rookie back
who scored both New Hampshire
touchdowns in last week’s comefrom-behind victory, will replace
Phillips. Peter Toohey, by a
s t r o n g performance against
Dartmouth, has won Robichaud’s
position.
Dick Gordon, rated one of the
best linebackers in the Yankee
Conference last year, or sopho
more Fred Walsh will start in
place of Ramsey. Gordon has
seen little action this year bebecause his knee has not fully
recovered from surgery last
winter.
Up in Orono, the Maine team
has been polishing the plays that
worked so well against Vermont.
The Black Bears would like to
increase their lead in the UNHUMaine series which stands at
27-21-7.

UNH hockey fans will be happy
to hear that the Wildcats will
be playing in the ECAC (Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference)
Christmas Tournament at Boston
Garden December 20 and 21.
The four teams competing in
th e tournament are Cornell,
Princeton, Boston College and
UNH.
UNH will take on Cornell in
the first game Friday night at
6:45. In the second game at
9 Princeton will play Boston
College.
On Saturday night the winners
of the first two games will meet
and the two losers will play in
the second game.
In things closer to the present,
UNH track coach Paul Sweet will
receive the Sophomore Sphinx
Service Award in half-time cere
monies at tomorrow’s Homecom
ing game. Congratulations.
In the football end of sports,
Carl DeFilippi was chosen the
top sophomore player in the
Yankee Conference last week.
New H a m p s h i r e ’s Mi ke
Shaughnessy was nominated for
the offensive back honor and A1
Witte man was nominated for de
fensive player of the week.
So far in the Yankee Confer
ence, UConn’s Vinny Clements
is the leading rusher with 276
yards in 68 carries.
Mike
Shaughnessy is third in the stand
ings with 167 yards in 40 carries
and has the second best average
with 4.2 yards.
UMaine’s quarterback Dave
Wing is third place in the passing
department just ahead of Eddie
Walsh. Wing has a .457 comple
tion record for 269 yards and
tw o touchdowns compared to
Walsh’s .438 percentage for 126
yards and on TD.
The game Saturday should be
a high-scoring game.
Maine
will be passing and so should
UNH’s Eddie Walsh and Walt
Beatty.
Elmer Lampe, who scouted
Maine, said Thursday at the
Q u a r t e r b a c k Luncheon,*‘ I
wouldn’t be surprised to see
Maine knock someone off from
the top. I just hope it’s not
UNH.”
Wednesday night the Wildcat
soccer team traveled to Boston
University and didn’t like the
lights, the Astro Turf or the
outcome.
They lost 3-0, and
kept their record of not scoring
a goal this year intact.
The football Wildkittens will
play Bridgeton Academy in a
full length “ game-scrimmage”

to be as good as we think we
can be,” Root said.
The winner of Saturday’s con
test will possess the BriceCowell Musket, an antique fowl
ing piece symbolic of one team’s
superiority over the other. The
trophy is named for coaches who
opposed each other for 25 of 55
games between UNH and Maine.
UNH currently owns the trophy,
having white-washed UMaine last
fall, 17-0.
The Wildcats will be trying to
up their season’s record to 2-1,
while the Black Bears hope to
reach the .500 mark at 2-2,

ranUin

BEAR HUNTERS-— Offensive players from left to right, bottom row: Dave Sullivan, Mike
Shaughnessy, Carl DeFilippi, Bob Rudolph, Ed Walsh, and Jim Kentj top row: Cal Wall
ingford, Tom Kochy, Bill Smagula, Dan Drewniak, Chuck Lepisto, and Cliff McDonald.
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(photo by Justiniano)

Wildcat fans should watch for
these UMaine stars who will do
their best to give UNH night
mares: Gene Benner, end; Dave
Wing, quarterback, and Charlie
Farrell, fullback.
Benner has broken just about

this afternoon at 1:30.
Do you have any story ideas
for the sports page? If you do,
please drop into the office,leave
us a note or phone us.
Don’t forget the Pep Rally
tonight at 7:30!

BYOB

every record UMaine has for
pass receiving.
His favorite
pattern is “ down and in” , in
which he heads downfield and
angles toward the center of the
field. Wing tries to hit Benner
with a quick pass just as he
angles toward the field’s center,
while the latter is at full speed.
Scouting reports indicate that
Benner runs all patterns well,
and is probably the greatest scor
ing threat New Hampshire will
face this year.
The Black Bears run out of
an “ I” formation, with an end
split and a flanker on the oppo
site side. They execute trap
plays well and have speed enough

BYOB

LIVE

to run outside.
Root expects to use Captain
Vince Martino more this week
to help offset the heavier UMaine
team. Martino alternated last
week with defensive back Bob
Cross in passing situations.
Still searching for a punter.
Root hopes to give sophomore
Jack Kenney a try this week.
Bill Phillips, UNH’s regular
punter for the past two years,
will not kick again this year
because of his hamstring injury.
Root does not expect to alter
his game plan drastically, but
does hope to “ open” the Wild
cat offense with more passing.
He thinks UNH has not reached
its potential yet, but was pleased
with last week’s second half rally.
“ We’re improving, but we need
another victory this week for
confidence to sustain our drive
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Saturday, Oct. 12
Back By Request

fVON RYANS EXPRESS
in Color
FRA NK S IN A T R A
6 :3 0 -8 :5 0
SUNDAY - M ONDAY
OCT. 1 3 - 1 4

CALLTHE
POLICE!
Inspector
Cioiseau
bBack!

Alan Arfa iT
"InspeetDi* douseau'
ICCARDO

It

6:30 & 8:35

Broadcasting from Gibbs Hall
8 :0 0 — Midnight
W UNH - 9 0 . 3

BYOB

BYOB

Phono Record Sale

Next to Ogunquit Playhouse
Italian Food — Steaks
Everyday Special $1.95
Cocktails • Dancing
Entertainment Friday and Saturday
Reservations: 646-7071
Open All Year
Monday — Saturday 5 pm - 1 am

COLLEGE CORNER RESTAURANT
Open Daily 7 AM — 10 PM
Sunday 8 AM - 10 PM

Save on selected groups of
late releases.

HOMECOMING WEEKEND SPECIAL
Saturday — choice o f
Roast beef au jus
Char broiled sirloin steak
Roast stuffed pork — apple sauce dressing
Tossed salad / w oil & vinegar — Russian
French fries — Mashed potato
Buttered whole kernal corn — peas
Hard rolls & butter
Raspberry Jello — Choc, pudding/whip cream
Tea or coffee — Milk, Tonic 10^ extra

PRICE’S
36 Main St., Durham

MEN

WING TIPS

SAVE $12
on every pair of

(some slight irregulars)
• Cushioned Arch Supports
• Tan, Cordovan, Black
Sizes 6 to 12, B - EE widths

FAMOUS BRAND DuPont Corfam^

RED’S ^
35 BRO A D W AY

Reg. Price $24.95

Our Price $12.99

WHY PAY M O R E ?
OPEN 9 - 9

SHOE
BARN

$ 2.00

Sunday — choice o f
Roast beef au jus
Char broiled sirloin steak
Roast stuffed turkey — cranberry sauce
Tossed salad / w oil & vinegar — Russian
Baked potatoes — french fries
Butternut squash — buttered green peas
Baking powder biscuits
Raspberry jello — Banana cream pudding/whip cream
Tea or coffee — milk, tonic 10^ extra
$ 2.00

DOVBt

“GOOD LUCK TEAM”

